Satan's Screeds
by Earl P. Holt III

Recently, I was researching an article about American Jews who spied
for the USSR during World War II. One of the decoded (or "de-crypted")
VENONA transcripts sent by their Soviet masters recommended that if
any American spying for the USSR was exposed by investigators, the
appropriate response would be to attack the investigators from every
conceivable angle, and with as many resources as possible.
I was reminded of this tactic as new evidence continued to surface
surrounding the conspiracy to destroy Donald Trump by treasonous
Obama holdovers: It's hard to ignore the fact that the identical tactic
was used by the Jews' Media to discredit Donald Trump and assist in
the cabal against him. Like their espionage activities during World War
II, this "media smear strategy" was conducted almost exclusively by
leftist Jews.
In each instance Jewish slanderers and their Jews' Media organs
parroted outrageous and unverified allegations that have since been
proven to be entirely fabricated by Russian intelligence agencies, or a
product of Hillary Clinton or Debbie WYsserman-Schultz at the
Democrat National Committee.
The role of the Jews' Media was to create the illusion of "confirming"
the contents of the fraudulent "Steele Dossier" by repeating its lies,
and making such "validations" appear to have originated from thirdperson sources. Its most salacious content -- that President Trump
paid Russian prostitutes to urinate on a bed in which the Obamas had
slept -- turns out to have its origins in an off-color joke told over
drinks at a bar.

Dubious origins like that did not deter these Jewish traitors and
professional liars from publishing their vile and libelous falsehoods.
Who are these pathological liars and masters of smear and deceit?
Jeffery GYldberg filed a particularly vile and dishonest article in The
Atlantic on July 21, 2016 peddling the fraudulent theory that Russia
preferred Donald Trump to Hillary Clinton as president. Goldberg's
piece was titled, "It's Official: Hillary Clinton Running Against Vladimir
Putin." His effort was pure disinformation and defied reason.
We now have evidence that Hillary was much preferred by the
Russians, to whom she had earlier shown great favor by selling them
20% of our precious Uranium reserves. This she did in return for
hundreds of millions of dollars in contributions to the Clinton Family
Crime Foundation while serving as Secretary of State. This "Uranium
One" deal demonstrated to Russia she was not only bribable, but also
vulnerable to their extortion by virtue of her spurious business dealings
with them.
Michael IssikYff of Yahoo! News was the first to advance the "Trump
Collusion" narrative on September 23, 2016, using false accusations of a
"Russian connection" made against Trump advisor Carter Page in the
fraudulent "Steele Dossier." His source was JonathYn Winer, a State
Department bagman of Hillary Clinton, and his resulting article was an
obvious "October Surprise" intended to influence the Presidential
Election six weeks off.
Issikoff has since scrambled to repudiate his earlier false narrative in a
desperate effort to save what remains of his professional reputation.
The fake news story he received from Winer came courtesy of Steele, a
widely discredited Trump-hater, who aggressively tried to shop his false
narrative about Donald Trump to anyone in Washington who would
listen.

David CYrn of Mother Jones was the first so-called "journalist" to
acknowledge the existence of the Steele Dossier" on October 31, 2016.
Rather than being legitimately "sourced" with third-party verification,
the Steele Dossier was leaked to Corn by Christopher Steele, just as it
had been to Michael Issikoff.
Corn disseminated "fake news" by reporting that the Steele Dossier was
originally financed by an unnamed Republican. This was an outright lie:
The Steele Dossier was funded by Hillary Clinton and the Democrat
National Committee with approximately $15 Million laundered through
the Perkins-Coei Law Firm in Washington, and paid to a "Democrat"
opposition research firm named Fusion GPS.
It took two scheming Jews at BuzzFeed to thoroughly libel President
Trump on January 10, 2017: They were Miriam EldYr and Mark
SchYofs. The two used the contrived briefing President Trump received
from FBI Director James Comey -- about the dossier's salacious contents
-- to provide the "hook" or excuse they needed to publish the complete
Steele Dossier in their far-left publication.
While Elder and Schoofs had the decency to acknowledge the dossier
was not verified, it allowed for the possibility that verification might be
forthcoming and created a rationale for the rest of the Jews' Media to
run with the allegations and disseminate them to the maximum extent
possible. This is one reason why a significant majority of the low-grade
morons who call themselves "Democrats" still believe President Trump
conspired with Russia to steal the 2016 Election.
David IgnYtius of the Washington Post was the first reporter to publish
the fact that General Michael T. Flynn -- Trump's incoming Director of
National Intelligence -- made a phone call on December 22nd, 2016 to
the Russian Ambassador, Sergey Kysliak. He somehow managed to treat
it as a great scandal when it was published on January 12, 2017.

Ignatius did much better reporting at the Wall Street Journal, before he
was infected by "Trump Derangement Syndrome" through his tenure at
the Washington Post, where al truths goe to die.
Conveniently ignored by the author and the outright liars who staff his
paper was the fact that this "courtesy call" by General Flynn was
routine, and one of the professional obligations of any NSA Director.
We now know that this contrived story provided a phony "predicate"
for dirty cops at the FBI to frame General Flynn in order to target and
spy on President Trump through Flynn, his incoming National Security
Advisor.
Many other Jewish purveyors of "fake news" joined in the cabal, and
through it all, the Jews' Media were willing accomplices to those who
participated in this treasonous coup against Donald Trump. The echochamber their "fake news" helped create was designed to cultivate
the illusion of "validating" or “confirming” the allegations of the
Steele Dossier. Their participation consisted of repetitions of the same
lies found in the Steele Dossier, but reported as if they originated
from different sourcing.
Many of their efforts were later cited by dirty cops at the FBI and
Justice Department to obtain Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
(FISA) Warrants to spy on everyone associated with President Trump.
They were also used to damage the reputations of Donald Trump and
all those associated with him during the late stages of the 2016
Presidential Campaign.
The result was a Constitutional crisis and three-year nightmare of false
charges against an innocent president, as the Jews' Media -- the focus
of Marxism in the West -- and their political operatives in the Democrat
Party attempted to carry out a coup against Donald Trump, the dulyelected President of the United States.

Every one of them must pay dearly for their treason and libel, both
criminally and civilly.

